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New Classes
January 2015

Noro Cardie

This cardie vest with cap sleeves is done with Silk
Garden, our very favorite yarn in the Noro lineup. The
design uses the self-striping features of Noro yarn to
best advantage. The gentle stripes of color form flattering mitered diagonals. Kate will help you navigate the
short rows knitting and other technical details needed to
achieve this effect.
Thursday
4 to 6 pm
Jan 22, 29
Feb 12, 26
Mar 5
Cost: $60 plus supplies

Rockefeller Shawl

Heidi will be your guide through the knitting
of Stephen West’s Rockefeller shawl. This
piece can be used as a generous scarf,
wrap, or shawl. You’ll use short rows,
a bit of easy intarsia, slipped stitches,
decorative yarn overs, and multi directional
stitching to create color graphics and the
gentle crescent shaping. In short lots of
techniques that make knitting fun.
Saturday
1:30 to 3:30 pm
Jan 17, 24, Feb 7, 14
$50 plus supplies
Heidi

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

sheepsclothingvalpo www.knitdoctor.com
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Crochet Classes
Lattice Scarf
This scarf is a fashion accessory
and a skill builder. It can be worked
in many yarns for three season wear
in spring, summer, and fall. Skills
emphasized will be chart reading,
pattern reading, foundation rows,
transitions between pattern stitches,
and a simple edging that you will be
able to use in many future crochet
projects.
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Tuesday
5 to 7 pm
Feb 3, 10, 17
OR
Saturday
8 to 10 am
Feb 21, 28,
Mar 7

Crochet Hankie UFO Day
Is there an unfinished crochet hankie from one of
BJ’s previous classes lurking in your project basket?
If so, BJ is offering a class to help you finish your
project. There is no charge for class, but we still ask
that you call us to let us know you will be there.
Saturday
noon to 3:00 pm
Jan 24
Free plus supplies
Teacher: BJ

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

sheepsclothingvalpo www.knitdoctor.com
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Island Knitting
Irish Aran
Cabled Scarf

Fair Isle
Felted Tote
Susan’s newest design for a
felted tote uses traditional Fair
Isle designs. It is intended
to be an introduction to color
stranded knitting. It will give
you a chance to play with color
and to get your Fair Isle groove
going. Susan will make sure that
you understand the essentials
of color stranded knitting as
you launch into your tote. This
design will give you the chance
to practice, practice, practice,
which is the real secret to
smooth stranded knitting. The
felting process will hide any
imperfections and turn your
beginning Fair Isle efforts into a
project to be proud of.
Wednesday
1 to 3 pm
Jan 14, 21,
plus 2 more sessions TBD
$40 plus supplies
Teacher Susan

This class is step one to
achieving your goal of mastering
cable knitting. We’ll begin the
scarf by following row by row
directions. Then, when you
are comfortable with the basic
pattern, Debbie will give you the
opportunity to knit the Irish way.
Debbie has studied extensively
with Rosaleen Hegarty, who
manages a group of production
knitters in Ireland. This method
teaches you to see the flow of
your stitches freeing you from
row by row directions. Once you
learn this method, you’ll be ready
to tackle full sweater projects.
You’ll also find yourself applying
the lessons learned to all your
knitting projects.
Monday
1 to 3 pm
Jan 26, Feb 2, 9
$40 plus supplies
Teacher: Debbie

Please check

www.knitdoctor.com

the first day of each month
to find out what’s happening at
Sheep’s Clothing.

To register for classes call

219-462-1700

sheepsclothingvalpo www.knitdoctor.com

Irish Aran
Cabled Hat
Step two on your Aran
journey--make an Irish Aran
hat to match your scarf. You
will learn how the size of the
diamond motif determines
the size of the hat, and how
to let the diamond shape
guide the decreases for the
crown of the hat.
Monday
1 to 3 pm
Feb 16, 23
$30 plus supplies
Teachers: Debbie
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219-462-1700
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Teachers
Heidi Yelich
Susan Brobst
Kate Schroeder
Debbie Teibel
Paula Strietelmeier
BJ Licko-Keel
Design
Kristina Rost
Artwork
Susan Childress

Socks: Cuff Down
Begin your sock at the cuff so you will have plenty of
time to get comfortable knitting in the round on small
needles before learning how to shape the heel and
toe. Finish the sock with kitchener stitch so that there
will be no seam at the toe of your socks.
Wednesday
5:30 to 7:30 pm
Jan 21, 28, Feb 4, 11
$50 plus supplies
Teacher: Heidi
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Open KnitClasses
NOK
Kid’s Knitting
EVERY Wednesday
4- 5 pm

Night Owl Knitters
EVERY Thursday
6-9 pm

LATEHOURS

Early Bird Knitters
1st & 3rd Saturday
EVERY month 8 am

7

weekdaystill pm

To register for classes call

Knitting
EVERY Friday

Every
5 to 7Friday
pm
4 to 7 pm

OPEN
KNIT

EVERY Wednesday
10am to noon

Thursdaystill9 pm

219-462-1700

sheepsclothingvalpo www.knitdoctor.com
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BEGINNERClasses BEGINNERProjects
Knitting for Beginners

Knit Beginner Project

Learn to knit by making swatches of basic stitches.
Emphasis is placed on learning to “read” your
stitches so that you can become a confident knitter.
Class also includes a taste of lace and cables.
Tuesday
Saturday
7 to 9 pm
8 to 10 am
OR
Jan 20, 27,
Jan 31,
Feb 3, 10
Feb 7, 14, 21

This hat and scarf combination gives beginners
opportunity to practice and polish their basic skills.
You’ll learn to use circular and double pointed
needles while making the hat. The hat will also be
your introduction to multi gauge patterns, which allow
you to make the same design in many different kinds
of yarn. The scarf combines the cables and other
stitches you learned in Knitting for Beginners so that
you can keep learning to read your stitches and have
something beautiful to wear.
Tuesday
Saturday
7 to 9 pm
8 to 10 am
Feb 17, 24, OR
Feb 28,
Mar 3
Mar 7, 14

$60 includes yarn, needle, book

$40 plus supplies

Crochet for Beginners

Crochet Beginner Project

Begin your crochet future with a set of 3 classes
designed to get you comfortable with the basic
crochet stitches. You will begin with the classic
granny square and a scarf. Basic finishing skills for
crochet fabrics will also be included.
Tuesday
Saturday
5 to 7 pm
OR 8 to 10 am
Jan 13, 20, 27
Jan 31,
Feb 7, 14

The Crochet Lattice Stitch Scarf is a great fashion
accessory and a skill builder all in one. Two lace
stitches alternate in this piece that can be made in
many different fibers to wear spring, summer, and
fall. Skills emphasized will be chart reading, pattern
reading, foundation rows, transitions between pattern
stitches, and a simple edging that you will be able to
use in many future crochet projects.
Saturday
Tuesday
OR
8 to 10 am
5 to 7 pm
Feb 21, 28,
Feb 3, 10, 17
Mar 7

$60 includes yarn, needle, book

$40 plus supplies
To register for classes call

219-462-1700
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